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7979Greater New Orleans  Urban Water Plan

Introduce circulating canal system
Recharge groundwater and raise water table

Lakefront closure structures for 
outfall canals in place

Remove outfall canal floodwalls
Access outfall canals and water 
networks as high-quality public spaces

Introduce retention features on vacant lots
Increase permeability 

Increase storage capacity in public 
spaces, such as parks and underu-
tilized rights-of-way 

79

leaves of a tree. That is, hundreds and 
thousands of these “leaves” can be created 
across the region’s 155 square miles. Each 
slows and absorbs water where it falls, 
and the water that does run off is cleaner 
and reduced in volume. Just as a tree’s 
leaves provide bene�its for the surrounding 
environment by cleaning the air, by 
absorbing water, by providing shade, and 
by providing homes for variegated �lora and 
fauna, so too will the addition of “leaves” 
to today’s drainage systems provide 
quanti�iable and long�term bene�its to the 
people and environment of the region.

Store & Use 
The metaphor of the tree has further 
utility in thinking about the importance of 
storing water within a drainage network. 
Each tree is a reservoir within which water 
from the last rainstorm is stored, and from 
which the tree’s tissues draw the moisture 
that is necessary for survival and growth. 
Similarly, existing drainage networks 
bene�it from the addition of storage areas 
that can accommodate stormwater that 
exceeds the capacity of existing systems. 
Safely stored, stormwater can be absorbed 
into the ground to replenish groundwater, 
or diverted to municipal and industrial 
uses ranging from irrigation to power 

The region can take the �irst step 
from pump��irst drainage systems 
towards an integrated living water 
system by replacing paved areas 
wherever possible with vegetated 
and pervious surfaces that absorb 
large quantities of rainfall.

Conventional vs. 

Slow, Store & Use, Drain

These simplified hydrographs compare 
different strategies for improving drainage. 
Slow and Store retrofits are cost-effective 
means of altering the distribution of runoff 
over time, which reduces flooding without 
increases in pumping capacity.  
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Paradigm Shift
Living With Water® Approach
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From Pine Island to Present

5,000 Years Ago 1800’s 1930’s Master Plan Present
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This project will alleviate flooding in neighborhoods adjacent to New Orleans 
City Park by enhancing existing lagoons in the park to store stormwater, and 
relieve pressure on the existing conventional drainage system of pumps and 
pipes. Stormwater will be diverted from the drainage system along Robert E. Lee 
Boulevard into a natural filtration zone in City Park, allowing sediment and runoff 
to be captured before stormwater is released to the park’s lagoons and finally to the 
municipal drainage system. 

Central to this project is a multi-benefit Approach to Resilience, 
with the primary goal to:
-Reduce Repetitive Flooding and Losses within the NFIP
 
In working toward that goal we get secondary benefits:
-Improved Watershed Function and Storage Capacity
-Additional Recreational Opportunities
-Ecological Health

Project Overview



Area of runoff to 
be redirected

Target Benefit Area
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Drainage Pump Station 7 + 12 Watersheds

And additional
benefit area
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City Park Existing Drainage Diagram
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Siphon under Orleans Canal
REL Boulevard Box Culvert

Currently, drainage from Lake 
Vista is wholly dependent on 
one outfall point under the 
Orleans Canal
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Flows from City Park, Mid-City, Orleans Canal 

Orleans Avenue Culvert

City Park Culvert

DPS 7 Forebay and Trash Screen

Capacity of the existing system is 
limited by the operation of Pump Station 12
and Pump Station 7.
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View Looking South from Lake Vista

Water Flows Out of Lake Vista and City Park North Lagoons
Drainage from the neighborhood of Lake Vista and the City Park water bodies closest to Lake Pontchartrain discharge into a large culvert underneath 
Robert E. Lee Boulevard, which flows west under the Orleans Canal via a siphon structure, and continues to DPS 12 at West End Boulevard. Drainage 
from Lake Vista and City Park impacts the lower lying neighborhoods to the west, worsening flooding when the system is overwhelmed by large rain 
events. A weir allows the lagoons to overflow into the culvert underneath Robert E. Lee Boulevard during high water events. 

Currently, drainage from Lake 
Vista is wholly dependent on 
one outfall point under the 
Orleans Canal
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City Park Proposed Drainage Diagram

ADDITIONAL BENEFIT AREA AND

Currently, drainage from Lake 
Vista is wholly dependent on 
one outfall point under the 
Orleans Canal.  Proposed plan
will add multiple outfall points 
across Robert E. Lee, making
Lake Vista's drainage less 
dependent on the pump station
operation.
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Soil Borings and Piezometer Installation
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Procella Design, LLC 1106 General Taylor St 2256144280 
 New Orleans, LA 70115 

 
Figure 2: Hyetograph of Rainfall for 10-year 24-hour design storm for New Orleans area. 

 
To compare the results with real and known storm events, Procella downloaded rainfall short interval 
data at the New Orleans airport in Kenner, Louisiana  from wunderground.com.  The storms on the 
following dates were analyzed: June 10, 2020, July 10, 2019, and May 12, 2019.  Procella tried to pull 
August 5th, 2017 storm but the data didn’t show significant rainfall at the New Orleans airport where the 
short interval data is collected.  Procella tried to collect short term data closer to the project site, 
however, historic data hourly data wasn’t publicly available.  Upon comparison of the three real storms, 
the July 10th, 2019 storm was used because it’s peak intensity of 7 inches/hr for a 5-minute period was 
closest to the design storm’s peak intensity of 7.42 inches/hr for a 5-minute period. The hyetographs and 
rainfall data for the July 10th, 2019 storm is shown in Figures 3 and 4.     
 

 
Figure 3: Hyetograph for July 10th, 2019 storm based on data from the New Orleans airport in Kenner, LA 
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Credit: Procella

Hyetograph, 10 Year, 24 Hour Design Storm in New Orleans

Hyetograph for Storm Event on 10 July 2019, MSY Airport Data

In New Orleans, the 10 year, 24 
hour precipitation event is around 
8.5 inches of rain. This means that 
every year there is around a 10% 
chance that 8.5 inches of rain will 
fall over a 24 hour period. Within 
that day most of that 8.5 inches 
will fall over a more intense 1 to 2 
hour period.

10 inches in 24 Hours
25 Year (5% Annual Chance)

Design Precipitation Events Historic Precipitation Events, 2009 -2019
Major rain days over the last TEN years as measured at 
the NOAA Audubon Park rain gauge  

9.26 inches: Hurricane Isaac, 8/29/12

8.1 inches: Tropical Storm Lee, 9/3/11

7.1 inches: Rain, 07/11/2019

5.7 inches: Rain, 8/27/19

8.5 inches in 24 Hours
10 Year (10% Annual Chance) 
This is the design event used in the 
stormwater model

5.4 inches in 24 Hours
2 Year (50% Annual Chance) 

0 inches

7.2 inches: Rain, 12/12/2009

+/-8.0-10.0 inches: Rain, 8/5/17 *

* estimated amount, not measured at NOAA Audubon Park rain gauge  
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City ParkCity Park

Hurricane Rain Event
Hurricanes create a high amount of rainfall over a large geographic area, yet still cause precipitation 
that is relatively concentrated over smaller zones.

Non-Hurricane Rain Event
While bringing rainfall across the metro area, precipitation events in New Orleans are often specifically 
concentrated over small areas.

Gulf Coast Rain
Rainfall in New Orleans and along the Gulf 
Coast occurs more frequently and with 
greater intensity than in most of the United 
States. In the summer months, thunderstorms 
with intense rainfall are common and often 
unpredictable. Isolated showers can inundate a 
particular neighborhood while another nearby 
area receives only a gentle rain. The uneven 
distribution of rainfall during storms stresses 
drainage systems by placing heavy loads on 
different points in the system, overwhelming 
pipes and pumps and resulting in street flooding.

Hurricanes 
Hurricane season overlaps the summer months 
where intense rainfall is most frequent in 
New Orleans. Hurricanes can bring heavy 
rainfall across the entire city with local areas 
of exceptional precipitation. Hurricanes and 
Tropical Storms are responsible for around a 
third of the major precipitation events over the 
past 25 years (at right). Historically, these events 
have occurred when significantly fewer full time 
students and staff are on campus - a trend which 
may not hold in the future, as climate change 
disrupts predictable patterns.

Precipitation Events and Flood Modeling 
Precipitation events are developed by NOAA, 
and are used to describe the likelihood of 
various types of rainstorms. They are categorized 
by the annual chance of occurrence, or “year,” 
and duration, or “hour.” For instance, in New 
Orleans the “10 year 24 Hour event” equals 
approximately around 8.5 total inches of rain. 
This means that every year, an approximately 
10% chance exists that 8.5 inches of rain will 
fall over a 24 hour period. For the Tulane 
Stormwater Master Plan, three storms were 
modeled to evaluate different stormwater 
management tactics: the 2, 10, and 25 year, 24 
hour events.
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Flood Depth: 10 Year Storm Event - Existing
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Flood Depth: 10 Year Storm - Proposed
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Reduction in Flood Depth: 10 Year Storm - Proposed
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Flood Depth: 100 Year Storm Event - Existing
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Figure 2: Hyetograph of Rainfall for 10-year 24-hour design storm for New Orleans area. 
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Hyetograph for Storm Event on 10 July 2019, MSY Airport Data
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Storage Volume Available in 
City Park in Proposed Condition
North of I-610 (123MG Existing)
(Between -8.5' and -5.0')

187
Million Gallons

Runoff volume from Lake Vista
(10-year 24-hour storm)

53
Million Gallons

Runoff volume from City Park
North of I-160
(10-year 24-hour storm)

132
Million Gallons

Enough storage capacity even
without any outflow!
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Stormwater from REL Blvd is redirected 
into new bioswales and lagoons between 

the street and the golf course.

Wetland forebay receives and filters runoff 
from features running parallel to REL Blvd 

prior to releasing it into the Marconi lagoon.

Stormwater is redirected into 
new bioswales and detention 
basins in Doctors Grove.

Marconi lagoon is dredged to improve 
water quality and provide additional 

stormwater storage volume.

Connections between golf course water bodies are 
expanded and dredged to increase drainage capacity and 

enhance water quality through improved circulation.
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City Park Design Strategies



Water flows south to the weir at 
I-610 and into Pump Station 7.

Stormwater from REL Blvd is redirected 
either into  the bioswale along the road or 

directly into Marconi Lagoon.

Lagoons and bioswales 
store stormwater runoff  

and convey it to the south.
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City Park Design Strategies: Flood Stage

Currently, drainage from Lake 
Vista is wholly dependent on 
one outfall point under the 
Orleans Canal.  Proposed plan
will add multiple outfall points 
across Robert E. Lee, making
Lake Vista's drainage less 
dependent on the pump station
operation.



New lagoon along REL Blvd connects 
to golf course water bodies.

Doctors Grove Bioswale 
connects to Marconi Lagoon.
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City Park Design Strategies



Stormwater is redirected away from the 
siphon into City Park instead of flowing into 

Lake View, thereby reducing flooding.

Road: -1 ft

Lagoon Banks: -5.5 ft
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City Park Design Strategies: Flood Stage

Currently, drainage from Lake 
Vista is wholly dependent on 
one outfall point under the 
Orleans Canal.  Proposed plan
will add multiple outfall points 
across Robert E. Lee, making
Lake Vista's drainage less 
dependent on the pump station
operation.



New Lagoon 

Pipes re-route drainage into 
new detention basin.

Dry bottom detention basin

Pipe connects detention basin 
to bioswale in Doctor’s Grove.

Pipes re-route stormwater into 
bioswale along existing roadway.

Surface and pipe drainage 
intercepted and mitigated.

Wetland forebay receives and filters runoff 
from features running parallel to REL Blvd 
prior to releasing it into the Marconi lagoon.
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Lake Vista, REL Boulevard, North Golf Course
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Section through REL Boulevard, Bioswale, Constructed Wetland, Marconi Lagoon

Section Profile Below

Prototypical Lagoon and Stormwater Management System
Connecting the existing culvert to a new constructed wetland relieves pressure on the drainage system while filtering and temporarily storing additional stormwater in the 
landscape. New wetland vegetation cleans the water and increases infiltration. A new bioswale in between the roadway and sidewalk is also connected to the constructed 
wetland. Finally, the wetland is connected to the lagoon system to provide overflow and bring water into the park. 
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Doctors Grove, North Golf Course

Bioswale in Doctors Grove 
connects to Marconi Lagoon.

Bottom of lagoon 
dredged.

Increased capacity and connectivity 
in golf course water bodies.

Lagoon along REL Blvd connects golf 
course water bodies to Marconi Lagoon.

Excavation and dredging at choke points to 
increase storage capacity and improve circulation.
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Doctors Grove

Doctors’ Grove Cypress Trees 

Big Lake Boardwalk Doctors’ Grove Monument. The Rod of Caduceus, along with the Rod of Asclepius, are symbols of medicine 

Excavation avoids 
existing tree canopy.

Bioswale in Doctors Grove  
captures water from 

Lake Vista and flows into 
Marconi Lagoon.
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Bayou Oaks Golf Course, Couturie Forest, Nursery Island

Littoral Shelf

Littoral Shelf

New Bioswale

Existing impediments to water flow 
excavated; reuse soil if possible, typ.

Bottom of lagoon dredged
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Existing

Proposed

Section at Right

Typical Lagoon Bank: Proposed
Design changes to the lagoons include removing silt deposits, 
increasing depth, stabilizing the slopes, expanding the width 
by creating wetland terraces, and a riparian edge with wetland 
plantings. Together, these modifications will store a greater amount of 
stormwater in the lagoons, slow and filter the water with vegetation, 
and increase infiltration into the soil. Improved water quality and 
vegetation will also create habitat and provide a range of ecosystem 
benefits. 

Concept Design
Typical Lagoon Profiles
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Edge Conditions
City Park Precedents

Louisiana Childrens Museum Shoreline Restoration at Volunteer Center
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Typical Lagoon Profiles
Unreinforced Embankment (5:1 Max Slope)
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Typical Lagoon Profiles
Terraced Embankment / Overflow Shelf
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Typical Lagoon Profiles
Embankment with Stabilization / Erosion Control (3:1 Max Slope)



ITEM QUANTITY UNIT

Trees (3" Cal.) Each

Shrub (1 Gallon) Each

Shrub (3 Gallon) Each

Shrub (7 Gallon) Each

Mulch CRZ Sq. Yard

Dam Slope Mix Acre

Drainfield Mix Sq. Feet

Wetland Fringe Mix Sq. Feet

Riparian Mix Sq. Feet

Upper Slope Wildflower Mix Acre

CITY
 O

F
 N

EW
 O

R

LEANS

L

O
U

I
S

I
A

N
A

-

-

-

-

3,798

-

-

-

-

2.08
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Boathouse and Kayak Launch
Renting kayaks and other boats for recreational use of the lagoon system makes 
the park’s waterways more accessible while creating a source of revenue. A 
boathouse is an architectural opportunity to reinforce the park’s connection 
between land and water, making the act of launching a boat an experience itself. 

Left: Long Dock Park, Beacon, NY; Right: Ping Tom Park, Chicago, IL

Photo Credits: Left: Waggonner & Ball; Right: Johnson and Lee Architects and Planners

Planting Strategies
Boat Launch



Low Flow Runnel

Access Shaft

Overflow Area

Overflow Weir

Operable Orifice
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Siphon Proposed Conditions



Stainless steel orifice plate

Weir Starts 18” 
from bottom
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Siphon Proposed Conditions
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0� NAVD

Lagoon Banks ≈-6�

-9.9� Weir Inv

Lagoon Level ≈-8.5�

Lagoon Bo�om ≈-12�

T O U S S A I N T  C U L V E R T

M A R C O N I  L A G O O N

FLOOD STAGE

Top of Weir ≈-13�

TOC ≈-6.5�

Inv ≈-14.5�

Existing Connection 
Lake Vista to Marconi Lagoon

Low weir separates Marconi Lagoon 
from Toussaint culvert. Weir inside 
culvert directs flow into a 21” pipe 
flowing over the siphon.
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FLOOD STAGE

Sluice Gate in Toussaint culvert 
directs water towards City Park.

3x 36” Pipes connect se�lement 
basin to Marconi Lagoons with  
�ap gates preventing back�ow

Se�lement Basin

T O U S S A I N T  C U L V E R T

M A R C O N I  L A G O O N
TOC ≈-6.5�

Properties in Lake Vista Near City Park ≈-2�

0� NAVD

Inv = -13.3 �

Bo�om of 
Sluice Gate = -11.8 �

Lagoon Banks ≈-6�

Lagoon Level ≈-8.5�

Dredged Bo�om -18�

Previous Lagoon Bo�om ≈-12�

Proposed Connection 
Lake Vista to Marconi Lagoon

Sluice Gate inside of Toussaint culvert 
directs water into a settlement basin 
and then into Marconi Lagoon via 3 
large pipe connections.



Water flows south to the weir at 
I-610 and into Pump Station 7.

Stormwater from REL Blvd is redirected 
either into  the bioswale along the road or 

directly into Marconi Lagoon.

Lagoons and bioswales 
store stormwater runoff  

and convey it to the south.
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City Park Design Strategies: Flood Stage

Currently, drainage from Lake 
Vista is wholly dependent on 
one outfall point under the 
Orleans Canal.  Proposed plan
will add multiple outfall points 
across Robert E. Lee, making
Lake Vista's drainage less 
dependent on the pump station
operation.



This project will alleviate flooding in neighborhoods adjacent to New Orleans 
City Park by enhancing existing lagoons in the park to store stormwater, and 
relieve pressure on the existing conventional drainage system of pumps and 
pipes. Stormwater will be diverted from the drainage system along Robert E. Lee 
Boulevard into a natural filtration zone in City Park, allowing sediment and runoff 
to be captured before stormwater is released to the park’s lagoons. 

Central to this project is a multi-benefit Approach to Resilience, 
with three primary goals:

1. Reduce Flooding in Adjacent Neighborhoods
2. Improve Ecosystem Functions
3. Add Recreational Amenities

Next Steps

Ongoing design refinement

Community Engagement

Production of 90% Drawings, Specifications, and Operations
and Maintenance Plan




